Triggerguard, hand forged, iron ................................................. #TG-TN-2-HF-I

Hand forged triggerguard, captures the elements of the original hand made triggerguards used on Tennessee and Southern longrifles. Unlike the longrifles of Pennsylvania which used sand cast brass trim, many late flint and early percussion longrifles from North Carolina and Tennessee were trimmed in hand forged iron furniture. These are graceful long guns with a unique appearance. #TG-TN-2-HF-I triggerguard, hand forged steel only $19.99

Use our exact actual size photographs to create your own full size longrifle plan drawing. Photocopy these parts on paper or mylar, and arrange them to the dimensions you require. Draw screws, pins, lugs, sights, and small details. Advance planning saves time, money, and helps eliminate design errors! You gain knowledge and understanding of your gun kit parts, geometry, and special features, when you draw it yourself, full size. Build the gun in your mind, and on paper, for practice, before you begin.

Triggerguard, wax cast steel ................................................. #TG-TN-2-I

Patterned after an original from a longrifle by Bean if Tennessee. This guard has a very long bow to accommodate double set triggers. Fine locks, set triggers, and good wood are standard features of the so-called Tennessee rifles, even though the furniture may be forged iron, or abbreviated by omitting the buttpipe and entry pipe. This triggerguard is pre-cut into one of our fully pre-inlet Tennessee full-stocks. #TG-TN-2-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $25.99
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